Running a successful fuel business isn’t just about buying the right products and investing in the best solutions. It’s also making sure that your fuel retail business is safe and compliant with no unexpected issues arising at a later date. The Dover Fueling Solutions (DFS) Hazardous Zone drawing service helps identify areas which have the potential to contain an explosive atmosphere, leaving you safe in the knowledge that your site is safe for both you and your customers.

We’ve Got You Covered!

Our service includes:
- Zonal hazard area identification
- Detailed forecourt layout plan
- Risk management advice
- Compliant with Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR)
Identify High-Risk Areas On Site

Our comprehensive DFS Hazardous Zone drawing service helps identify areas which have the potential to contain an explosive atmosphere. The final document remains valid for life, subject to site changes.

A DFS technician will attend site and, should you not already have an accurate site layout plan, will undertake the process of measuring and mapping your forecourt. We will then identify and highlight the hazardous zones and, once finalised, you will receive your completed drawing in the post*. The drawing can then be used to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of DSEAR. Our technicians are experienced in determining the hazardous areas on your forecourt.

It’s essential that site operators identify areas where there is potential for an explosive atmosphere to exist, since these areas pose increased risk to staff and visitor safety. Hazardous zone drawings are the industry recognised standard format, used to help forecourt owners comply with the requirements of the DSEAR - Regulation 7.

Included with the DFS Hazardous Zone Drawing Service:

- Ventilation
- Explosive atmospheres within enclosed spaces
- Containment systems and controls
- Temperature and pressures of dangerous substances
- Work processes including cleaning and repair
- The amount of dangerous substances involved
- Hazardous properties of dangerous substances

Book Your Hazardous Zone Drawing Service Assessment Today!

To schedule a visit from a member of our Hazard Zone drawing service team, call DFS on 01695 52175 today or visit doverfuelingsolutions.com/contact-us.

*Electronic versions available on request